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            Everybody knows that women love jewelry.

Please check Petits Trésors collections and browse on-line through our catalogue of women’s personalized bracelets, elegant and unique jewelry.

Choose a gold-plated or silver personalized women’s bracelet, an engraved heart pendant, or a charm bracelet ! You cannot go wrong when you choose from our matching mother and baby jewelry catalogues.

Be sure to check our personalized women and children’s bracelets !
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            Free shipping from $100
        
	
            
            Free engraving on all our jewelry
        
	
            
            Quick expedition in 24 to 48 hours
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            Customer service 

+33 04 78 82 34 79
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          From Monday to Friday 09:00 - 17:30
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              Petits Trésors is a French company, a pioneer in the design and sale of personalized jewelry. We engrave your emotions on jewelry for all occasions, for your friends, your family, your events
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